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INDUSTRIAL VISIT
DUCAT, Pitampura

On the 25th of November, our group, comprising BTech CSE 2nd-year students from Maharaja

Surajmal Institute of Technology, accompanied by two faculty teachers, Dr. Vikrant Shokeen and Dr.

Medhavi Malik, embarked on an insightful industrial visit to Ducat Pitampura. The visit encompassed

a holistic experience, starting with an introduction to the center’s entire team.

Session 1: Technical Insights by Krishna Kumar:

The highlight of our visit was the first session conducted by Krishna Kumar, a special trainer at Ducat

Pitampura. Over the course of an hour, he delved into the realm of data analytics, emphasizing the



importance of programming languages such as Python, C, CPP, and the emerging fields of AI, ML, DL,

DS, and DA. He provided a comprehensive overview of the current market situation, including

technical and non-technical statistics. The session was not only informative but also infused with

examples and humor, creating an engaging atmosphere.

Session 2: Personality Development Training by Niti Gupta:

Following the technical session, we transitioned to a personality development training conducted by

Neeti Gupta. The 1-hour session was dedicated to understanding the 3V’s – Visual, Vocal, and Verbal

aspects of personality. She meticulously explained each element:

- VISUAL: Covering clothing, accessories, grooming, hygiene, body language, and etiquettes.

- VOCAL: Exploring word stress, tone, volume, and pace.

- VERBAL: Focusing on vocabulary enhancement.
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Furthermore, she shed light on crucial communication aspects like JAM (Just a Minute), GD (Group

Discussion), and Debates. The session was not only instructive but also interactive, encouraging

students to actively participate and apply the concepts.

Conclusion:

To conclude the visit on a delightful note, samosas and Frooti were served, providing an informal

setting for networking and discussions among students.

In summary, the industrial visit to Ducat Pitampura was a comprehensive experience, offering

technical insights and personality development training. The sessions by Krishna Kumar and Neeti

Gupta contributed to a well-rounded understanding of both industry trends and essential soft skills.

The visit proved to be not only educational but also enjoyable, leaving students with a valuable blend

of knowledge and practical insights for their future endeavors.
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